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Introduction 

https://youtu.be/068ui6kw2eY




The ROI of Self-Awareness



BEWARE OF OUR 

BLIND SPOTS







My Decision Making Others’ Decision Making

27%27%27%27%83%83%83%83%
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JudgerJudgerJudgerJudger LearnerLearnerLearnerLearner

Blame Responsibility

Either/or thinking Both/and thinking

Defends assumptions Questions assumptions

Possibilities limited Possibilities endless

Primary mood: Protective Primary mood: Curious

Fears differences Values differences

Feedback perceived as 
rejection

Feedback perceived as 
worthwhile

Listens for right/wrong Listens for facts



Judger QuestionsJudger QuestionsJudger QuestionsJudger Questions Learner QuestionsLearner QuestionsLearner QuestionsLearner Questions

What’s wrong? What works?

Whose fault is it? What am I responsible for?

What’s wrong with me? What do I want?

How can I prove I’m right? What can I learn?

How will this be a problem? What are the facts? What’s 
useful about this?

Why is that person so stupid 
and frustrating?

What is the other person 
thinking, feeling, and wanting?

How can I be in control? What’s the big picture?

Why bother? What’s possible?



� Imagine that you are working on a team project and 
one of your colleagues is not pulling their weight.

� Generate a list of 3-5 questions that you could ask 
your colleague about their behaviour from a judger 
mindset.

� Now generate a list of 3-5 questions from a learner 
mindset.



DELAY JUDGEMENT



https://youtu.be/L2ui97YPPsg




� Engage in Power Listening (AMPP)

a) Ask

b) Mirror

c) Paraphrase

d) Prime

ENGAGE IN ACTIVE LISTENING





The Platinum Rule: 

Treat others the 
way you theytheytheythey

wish to be 
treated.



Visual How you look and act

Vocal

Verbal

How you use your voice

What you say

55%

38%

7%

How much attention would you pay each?





When you want help, asking 6 people face-to-face 

works as well as emailing how many people?

�200+



Word Time Challenge

Leadership



“The danger in communication, is the illusion that it has been 

accomplished.” 

-George Bernard Shaw

“ I know you think you understand what you thought I said, but I'm 

not sure you realize that what you heard is not what I meant. ” 

-Alan Greenspan
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